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Welcome to your stretching guide!

Hi, team! Thanks so much for signing
up for a copy of my At-Home

Stretching Guide!

In this guide you'll find easy, total
body stretches you can do from

anywhere!

Stretch after a workout or if you need
some stress relief!

Stretches should feel uncomfortable
without being painful. If you feel a

rip or a tearing sensation stop
stretching immediately and ice the

area. If pain persists make sure to see
your doctor or health care

professional.

Enjoy!

Liz Campbell xo
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Lower Body

Hamstring stretch - Sit on the

floor with one leg straight in front

of you. Bend the other leg and

nestle your foot into the knee of

your straight leg. Keeping your leg

straight reach for your far toe.

Wrap a belt or towel around your

toe to hold onto if you can’t reach

your toe.

Adductor stretch - Sit on the floor

with your knees bent and out and

the soles of your feet touching.

Bring your feet into your groin as

far as is comfortable. Grab your

ankles with your hands and gently

push your ankles to the floor with

your elbows until you feel the

stretch in your groin.

Hip flexor stretch - Kneel in a

lunge position and lean forward

while keeping yourself upright.

Lean forward until you feel

tension through your quad and up

into the front of your hip.
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Quad stretch - Stand on one leg

with your other leg bent behind

you. Hold your ankle with the

hand on the same side. Push down

on your knee while pulling up on

your ankle until you feel tension in

the front of your thigh.

Glute stretch - Sit on the floor

with both legs straight in front of

you. Bend one leg, cross your foot

over the knee of your straight leg

and put your foot on the floor.

Gently twist away from your bent

foot with your torso. Hug your

knee with your opposite elbow

until you feel a stretch.
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Upper Body

Delt stretch - Swing one arm

straight across your chest and

hold it in place with your opposite

arm. Keeping your shoulders down

pull gently on your extended arm

until you feel the stretch in your

shoulder.

Chest expansion stretch - Raise

and bend your arms and place

your fingers behind your ears.

Gently pull your elbows back

behind you until you feel a stretch

in your chest.
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Tricep stretch - While standing,

take one hand and place it

between your shoulder blades. Use

your opposite hand to pull your

elbow behind your head. You

should feel the stretch in your

tricep. Take this stretch a step

further by leaning to the side of

the opposite arm.

Back stretch - Wrap your hands

around your body and place each

hand on the outside of the

opposite shoulder. Slowly round

your back down and forward until

you feel a stretch between your

shoulder blades.
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Core

Sphinx pose

Lay on the ground on your

stomach. Keeping your chest high

prop yourself up onto your elbows

until you feel a stretch in your

abdominal muscles.

Upward Dog*

Lay on the ground on your

stomach. Keeping your chest high

prop yourself up onto your hands

until you feel a stretch in your

abdominal muscles.

*Cobra pose - advanced

Lay on the ground on your

stomach. Keeping your chest high

prop yourself up onto your hands

until you feel a stretch in your

abdominal muscles. Keep your

legs and pelvis on the floor.
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